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Abstract
Purpose: This paper presents an innovative program of Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Library which aims to help engineering students to make use of mobile devices to improve
their learning efficiency.
Design/methodology/approach: Information literacy training and course learning resources
were integrated into students’ learning process. Surveys on students’ learning with the touch
pads were conducted to help evaluate the program’s effectiveness.
Findings: Our practice showed that collaboration of library staff with faculty members is an
effective way to integrate information literacy education and course-specific library resources
into students’ learning with mobile devices, which has greatly improved the efficiency of
students’ learning.
Research limitations: First, our literacy training still focused on the use of mobile devices in
information access, but not on how to evaluate and manage their information resources with
mobile devices. Second, subject librarians need to shift their role from information service
providers into information resource instructors while developing the partnership with faculty
members and teaching assistants.
Practical implications: This paper provides a new insight into the way of how to enhance
learning efficiency of university students with such new technical devices as smartphones and
touch pads conveniently.
Originality/value: Our practice can be used as a valuable guide for libraries that plan to
leverage mobile technologies to enhance students’ learning efficiency.
Keywords Subject librarian; Embedded librarianship; Mobile learning; Mobile device;
Service planning; Academic library
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Introduction

With the fast development of computer and telecommunication technology, great
changes are taking place in academic libraries, so are those for users’ teaching and
learning environment. To meet users’ need in the new information environment,
academic libraries in China launched embedded subject librarian services one after
another, which starts “a distinctive innovation that makes librarians go out of library
and creates a new model of library and information work”[1]. By means of such
online learning management systems as Blackboard, WebCT, Moodle, Sakai,
Atutor and Dokeos, Chinese librarians have tried to carry out diversified programs
to assist students in course of learning[2].
With the popularity of intelligent mobile devices, more and more university
students prefer to search information with laptops, mobile phones and iPads, etc.
Many universities, such as Standford University[3], University of Trento[3], Helsinki
University[4], University of Pretoria[5], have launched initiatives and they took the
opportunity of using mobile devices to improve students’ learning efficiency. In the
meantime, there has been a growing interest for students who want institutions and
instructors to offer opportunities and encourage them to use their mobile devices
more for learning and research. In 2013, American EDUCAUSE Center for Analysis
and Research (ECAR) collaborated with more than 250 higher education institutions
in the world and collected responses from more than 112,000 undergraduates in the
U.S. and Canada, etc., to investigate their experiences and expectations of using
mobile technologies. Their findings[6] revealed that university students today are
ready to use their smartphones for searching or accessing digital resources and
taking photographs with their smartphones instead of taking notes in class.
Crompton[7] defined mobile learning (m-learning) as “learning across multiple
contexts, through social and content interactions, using personal electronic devices”.
By analyzing 102 selected m-learning programs implemented before 2007, Frohberg
et al.[8] concluded that mobile technologies can better support learning in relevant
circumstances. Just as traditional ways of learning, mobile learning can play the full
role in stimulating in-depth thinking, communication and cooperation of students.
But learners need to have more skills to participate in the m-learning process.
Hence, advanced learners were motivated to participate in m-learning classes.
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Blackboard. Available at http://www.blackboard.com/.
WebCT. Available at http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/eLearning/c_systems/webct6/studentguide.html.
Moodle. Available at https://moodle.org/.
Sakai. Available at http://sakai.umji.sjtu.edu.cn/portal.
Atutor. Available at http://atutor.ca/.
Dokeos. Available at http://www.dokeos.com/.
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According to Hyman et al., usefulness, the ease of use, and learnability of the
content are 3 critical factors in implementing formal learning using a mobile device
successfully. Shaples[10] pointed out that a much more wide use of mobile technology,
customized informal learning designed for personal mobile devices and learning
efficiency evaluation in different places (including outdoor learning) are 3 big
challenges for m-learning. Studies by Mao & Wei[11] and Lu[12] revealed that most
university students in China are interested in m-learning classes, especially for the
content with moderate length pertinent to learning in or after class and in diversified
forms such as texts, pictures, audios and videos, etc. The mobile devices they mainly
employed are smartphones and tablet PCs.
At the same time, university libraries have carried out pilot projects of m-learning,
they studied the ways of integrating embedded librarian service with m-learning.
For instance, Young[13] reported a media-study course offered at Baylor University,
in which an “embedded librarian” involved himself in the class discussion on
Twitter. In class, both students and the librarian logged in Twitter websites with their
handheld mobile devices. During the class discussion, students ask questions via
Twitter if they have any problems on retrieving specific kinds of course materials,
then the librarian provided the related links and recommended relevant resources
immediately. However, few reports can be found for the assessment of learning
efficiency of college students, such as indicators used to measure whether the
college students have improved their learning efficiency with the help of subject
librarians and mobile devices. In 2013, the School of Mechanical Engineering of
Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) launched two pioneer m-learning programs
to practice in providing the subject librarian service in class with mobile devices.
The program was conducted together with the collaboration of faculty staff in the
School of Mechanical Engineering, whose aim is to offer some useful experience
for other SJTU schools and libraries.
[9]

2

Background and objectives

2.1

Background

Shanghai Jiao Tong University, established in 1896, is renowned as one of the oldest
universities in China and has a very high reputation. SJTU is a comprehensive
university with an enrollment of about 44,000 students[14], and it is one of the “985
Project” universities in China.


“985 Project”: A higher education construction project launched in 1998 by the Chinese Government, the
aim of the Project is to build world-class universities in China in the 21st century. Out of 2,845 colleges
and universities across China’s mainland, only 39 are selected as “985 Project” universities. More details
are available at http://www.moe.edu.cn/publicfiles/business/htmlfiles/moe/s238/201112/128833.html and
http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2015-05/22/content_2866976.htm.
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Since 2007, SJTU Library has implemented a subject librarian system to better
serve students, teachers and researchers in their subject areas. To facilitate students
to access course reserves online, the SJTU Library has integrated electronic reserve
service into the teaching and learning process through a LibGuides system and a
local course reserve management system (LCM), which was put into full use in
2010 and 2011 in succession[15].
Under the environment of the mobile and Internet technology, enough proofs
have shown that the way of learning and using information resources is constantly
changing. Students prefer to use e-resources other than printed ones. In light of this,
SJTU Library takes the opportunity and tries to explore the way to enhance students’
learning efficiency with mobile devices. The m-learning program was jointly applied
by the School of Mechanical Engineering and the Library, and it was funded as one
of the year’s key projects of SJTU in 2013.
Combustion Theory and Manufacturing Technology are two compulsory courses,
which emphasize both theoretical instruction and hands-on practice and aim at
providing basic knowledge for students majoring in mechanical engineering.
Considering that students who were planning to attend the pilot courses were
expected to have some online learning experience, third-year undergraduate students
were selected to attend the program, among which 55 were out of the course
Combustion Theory and 30 from the Manufacturing Technology.

2.2

Objectives

Generally speaking, the objectives of this joint pioneer program are as follows:
• First, to find the ways to seamlessly integrate the course-specific materials into

course websites which can be accessed with mobile devices;
• Second, to find out what kind of mobile devices are suitable for m-learning;
• Third, to find out how to improve students’ information learning skills with
mobile devices;
• Fourth, to explore a new cooperation mode between librarians and faculty
members while implementing the embedded subject librarian service across
university campus.
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LibGuides system, an academic resource sharing platform for students and teachers. Since the Platform
was embedded with Web 2.0 technology, it made the online communication for teachers, students and
librarians very easily[16].
Local Course Reserve Management System (LCM) was jointly developed by SJTU Library, Division of
Academic Affairs of SJTU, and Network and Information Center in 2011.
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Challenges and solutions

3.1

Challenges

3.1.1 To meet diversified needs of using the course websites
In the m-learning environment, information resources are rich in both content and
formats, and the mode of teaching has shifted from the teacher-centered into the
student-centered. Thus, it is of great challenge to design the course website which
could meet the diversified information needs of each individual user. For instance:
• Resources reserved for courses are supposed to have various formats which

can support students’ self-study in a mobile environment;
• Technical support such as methods and skills to highlight particular passages

or to write comments, which can be viewed by others, need to be provided in
time in order to encourage students to collaborate with each other;
• As for course attendees, they not only have such requirements as to view and
download PPT slides, watch videos and participate in discussions, but also to
submit their assignments through the course websites. The system is required
to have such customized functions as online submission of students’ assignments
as well as that of their assessment credits.
3.1.2 To select appropriate mobile devices to facilitate learning
To guarantee the successful m-learning, it is very critical to select a suitable mobile
device. Mobile phones seem to be a good choice, since the overwhelming college
students in China have mobile phones. However, there are following problems:
• Different brands of mobile phones have different operation systems and

functions, which may affect the learning effect with smartphones. For example,
As to whether a student could actively participate in online class discussion,
or accessing and/or using the course content, it mainly depends on the function
of the mobile phone he or she possesses.
• Online study with mobile phones requires more cost to connect to the Internet.
• The small screen of mobile phones also makes it inconvenient for students to
browse online content.
3.1.3 To ask new information literacy skills in m-learning
Although investigations[17,18] show that mobile devices are very popular among
university students, many students still take mobile devices more for communication
and entertainment tools, rather than learning terminals. It is necessary for students
to learn more new literacy skills during m-learning class, such as
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How to take notes and highlight course content in a digital way;
How to search information with virtual bookmarks and glossaries;
How to manipulate screen resolution and set text in a preferred size; and
How to understand page orientation and add the text with read-aloud features[9].

As a reader of an electronically formatted text, the student has to know these new
information literacy skills for their mobile learning class.
3.1.4 To develop a new mode of librarian-faculty cooperation
During the m-teaching and m-learning, librarians need to cooperate with the faculty
members both in and after class. But they may face the following problems:
• First, in-class learning activities may be interrupted if students use their mobile

devices not for academic learning, rather for other purposes.
• Second, students will be encouraged to use mobile devices for more academic
work to some extent, if librarians and faculty instructors could offer help to
solve problems that students may encounter during their information searching
and using with mobile devices after class. So a new mode for collaboration
between librarians and faculty staff is urgently required.

3.2

Solutions

3.2.1 Website design and course resource collections
(i) Course website design. Two course websites were designed with the visual
development software Dreamwaver, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the website
of each course is composed of 5 modules, which includes information about 1) the
course, 2) lectures, 3) class discussion, 4) download of course resources, such as
Combustion Theory

Course
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Fig. 1 Website design of the course Combustion Theory.


Dreamwaver. Available at https://helpx.adobe.com/dreamweaver/how-to/what-is-dreamweaver.html.
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open courses on thermodynamics & kinetics, and such course reserves as teachers’
PPT slides and reference videos & links, especially those links to mechanical
engineering subject blogs, LibGuides, similar course websites and world-famous
universities, and 5) library help asked from students.
(ii) Course reserves collection. First, subject librarians added such course
materials as related reference titles, authors, publishers, etc., to the LCM, a local
course reserve management system of the University. Then they added official links
of full-texts into the LCM and the course websites (if the course reserves are
purchased from the third party). For materials obtained via the interlibrary loan,
the librarian scanned the chapters according to the copyright laws related. In
addition, course videos were collected from open resources on the Internet.
(iii) Website updating. During the semester, the course websites have been
updated once a week, with an exception of mid-term and final examination periods.
Two weeks before the exams, the websites have been updated twice a week.
3.2.2

Mobile device application and management

According to investigations of Wu[17] and Niu[18], the majority of student smartphone
owners have used their smartphones just for social communication and entertainment,
thus touch pads are considered as mobile devices for our program. In addition, touch
pads have such advantages over mobile phones as larger screens, easier operability,
faster processing speed, and more suitability for reading electronic books[19]. For
the convenience of mobile device management, the Library decided to cooperate
with Chao Xing and rent Chao Xing touch pads for the course program. According
to the cooperation agreement, each course participant can rent a touch pad for free
charge within a time period of six months after he or she has applied the course and
signed a lease with the Library.
11

3.2.3

Investigation of students’ information needs

At the beginning of the program, we carried out a survey among class attendees
about their special interest for the use of mobile devices. Thus, the training was
mainly focused on parts that students are very interested in but not familiar with,
or those that they had some misunderstandings before their learning process.
3.2.4

Cooperation models between librarians and course instructors

To better promote the use of mobile devices in learning, instructors also took part
in the information literacy training course that librarians offered for students. In and
11

Chao Xing: One of the largest electronic book publishers in China. More details are available at http://
www.chaoxing.com/.
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after class, students were asked to use their mobile devices during the learning
process, especially for information searching and self-study after class. If they had
any questions about the usage of mobile devices, such as log-in of e-mail accounts,
QQ Chat and instant message boxes of LibGuides via mobile devices, they can
consult the librarians after class. Librarians then summed up typical questions and
discussed with the instructor about the solution every week.
12

4

Implementation

4.1 Working mechanisms
4.1.1

Collaboration with different departments of the Library

In this pilot program, the main task of subject librarians of the School of Mechanical
Engineering was to find out the information demand of teachers and students for
the course resources, work out a suitable framework to meet the users’ needs to the
greatest extent and to guide students to use the Chao Xing touch pads properly.
However, to complete the task, they need to collaborate with librarians from
different departments. For instance, they need to work with acquisition librarians
for purchasing textbooks and reference books; with circulation librarians to obtain
course materials via inter-library loan; with technical librarians to scan various
materials, and with system librarians in building and maintaining the course websites.
In addition, they need to work together with library managers to settle the issues
related to intellectual property rights of electronic course reserves, and with teaching
assistants to offer guides to students for using mobile devices and reading electronic
course reserves properly, prepare course reference videos and pictures, and to
manage Chao Xing touch pads, including to sign lease agreements with teachers
and students, etc.
4.1.2

Development of standard documents

To strengthen the service plan of the future implementation, both Library
administrators and subject librarians have attached great importance to the service
plans and enforcement schemes. We developed such relevant standard documents
as Action Plan for SJTU Mobile Learning Program, Lease Agreement for Chao Xing
Touch Pads and so forth, and uploaded them to the Library’s website for further
reference of other Schools and libraries.
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It is a popular free instant messaging computer program in China.
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Course website of Combustion Theory.

Library services
Integration of course resources into websites

Taking the course website of Combustion Theory (Fig. 2) as an example, we want
to explain how the Library has integrated the learning materials into the website
seamlessly. For the convenience of students to learn with their touch pads, we have
taken the following measures:
• Content organization.

The course content was organized by knowledge units
in order to help students to learn effectively with mobile devices. At first, we
prepared the course materials according to the course objectives, key points,
difficulties, learning guidance, reference materials, etc., then we ordered the
course content in the sequence of “lessons → lecture notes or PPT → relevant
reserves → reference videos”, respectively (Fig. 3). Afterwards, we presented
course content with different formats, such as words, pictures, sound, videos,
etc., into various modules. For instance, texts and pictures were put into the
course introduction module and videos into the experiment module. Finally,
we uploaded different multimedia course materials of core course content,
such as documents and files, picture serials (transformed from PPT), course
recordings and course videos, etc., into the course website so as to meet
different needs of course users.
• Links to related open courses. To broaden the knowledge of the students,
we added the links of open course resources, blogs of mechanical engineering
subject and LibGuides into the course website, so the students could view
relevant information and resources in their subject area via the mobile devices
conveniently.
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Fig. 3

Examples of course content organization of Manufacturing
Technology.

Fig. 4 Instant message box
of course website.

• A virtual platform for experience sharing and communication.

With the help
of the animation software SWF, course attendees can download and use the
course PPT of teachers or other students (which was converted into flash
files by librarians), experiencing information communication and sharing in
a virtual environment.
• Instant message. Using the instant message box of the course website
(Fig. 4), students can get the prompt help from teachers, librarians and other
classmates, which was effective for active learning.
4.2.2

Information literacy training

Two subject librarians offered a-30-minute on-site training for each course. Topics
and activities include the following steps:
• First, ask students to log in the course website and visit the electronic course
•
•
•
•
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reserves via their touch pads under the campus WiFi network environment;
Second, give a brief introduction to course-specific library resources on the
course website;
Third, show the students how to use the touch pads to search for library
resources, download and read full texts of the course reserves, etc.;
Fourth, let students take practice by themselves; And
Finally, show students how to access the course resources off campus. For any
further questions and suggestions, they can contact librarians by e-mails,
telephone, QQ Chat, or instant message of LibGuides.

So, subject librarians can cooperate with teaching assistants to offer consultation
services to students on such issues as how to download e-reserves, access databases
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or obtain full texts, etc., and the QQ Chat was found to be the best way the students
preferred to contact with librarians.

4.3

Results

Our embedded subject librarian service was very welcome by the course instructors
and the School administrators. The average score of the test for two pilot courses
has reached 85.4 (full mark: 100), one point higher than that of the same classes in
2012. As far as the course instruction was concerned, students also evaluated the
course highly. The average score was 95 (total score: 100, six points higher than
that in 2012), which was within the top 30% among all students’ evaluation on
course instructions at SJTU. The instructors showed their great appreciation for
the work of the Library, as well as that of librarians, who have sacrificed a lot to
students’ learning with mobile devices. As a result, the Deputy Dean of the School
also expected more support from the Library for other courses in the future.
At the end of the semester, we performed another questionnaire survey
(Appendix 1) about the use of the mobile devices. The feedback of the students
was also positive. Among the total 65 students who had submitted the survey
questions, ca 74% used the Chao Xing touch pads in course learning, material
collection or group discussion (Fig. 5(a)), and ca 83% considered the touch pad is
a useful tool for their course study and research (Fig. 5(b)).
Q1 Do you bring the pad with you to
carry out course study, resource
collection or group discussion?
Often
8
(12%)
Almost
never
17
(26%)

Q2 Do you think the pad is helpful
for your study or research?
Very
helpful
Not 8 (12%)
helpful
11
(17%)

Occasionally
24
(37%)

A little
helpful
33
(51%)

Helpful
13
(20%)

Sometimes
16
(25%)
(a)
Response to Q1.
Fig. 5

(b)
Response to Q2.

Students’ using behavior of touch pads during their learning and research.

In addition, 85 students regarded that the Library’s service has changed their
ways of learning. With the help of electronic course reserves and reference videos,
they have experienced the m-learning, and the information literacy education of
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subject librarians has improved their skills and knowledge about mobile devices.
As the course participants reported, bad machine crashes have seldom occurred
during downloading and reading electronic course reserves by using searching
strategies of online course reserves.
Several factors were regarded to have contributed to the success of the program:
• First, The program has a clear goal of service implementation, so we have both

organized resources and implemented library services based on users’ needs;
• Second, the course participants have already acquired the using experience of
online library resources, it is easy to implement the mobile learning courses
and improve their information literacy skills;
• Third, it is the strong motivation and mutual respect that have guaranteed the
active cooperation between faculty members at the School of Mechanical
Engineering and the librarians.

5
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Future work

After one semester’s practice, the subject librarian service has been, to a large
extent, successful. Nevertheless, some aspects need be improved.
First, issues related with technical use. For example, functions about submitting
and grading homework online need be improved. Moreover, we need to motivate
students to use more mobile devices. A survey on the use frequency of mobile
devices shows that about 44% of the students used Chao Xing pads for not more
than once a week (Fig. 6(a)), and 39% of them seldom read the electronic course
reserves with their pads (Fig. 6(b)). In addition, 84% participants used their pads
either for just 1 hour each time or never used their pads (Fig. 6(c)). Reasons
mentioned are problems with Internet connections and lack of desired functions of
the pads. It is not possible to read and mark resources offline with Chao Xing pads,
neither is to take notes with them.
Second, problems related with literacy education. Our information literacy
education mainly focused on how to search, browse or access to online information
with mobile devices, but not to show students how to evaluate and manage online
resources. To this end, librarians need to understand the specific needs and difficulties
of engineering students. As Young’s practice reported[10], an active engagement of
in-class discussion participation could be a possible solution for subject librarians
to better support students for their mobile learning. During the participation of class
discussions, librarians can recommend the related reference materials promptly,
which makes them in a favorable position to observe what difficulties students
might encounter while using mobile devices for their academic studies.
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Q3 How often do you use (a)
the pads?

Q4 How often do you read
(b)
the electronic course
reserves with the pads?

Research Paper

Q5 How long do you use (c)
the pads each time?
d

f

f
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c

a

a
e

e

a
b

d

b

d

c

b

c

a: Many times/day, 14 (22%)
b: Never, 13 (21%)
c: Once/2–3 days, 11 (17%)
d: Once or less/week, 10 (16%)
e: Once/day, 8 (13%)
f: Once/week, 7 (11%)

a: Never, 13 (21%)
b: Once/day, 11 (18%)
c: Once/2–3 days, 11 (18%)
d: Once or less/month, 11 (18%)
e: Many times/day, 9 (15%)
f: Once/week, 6 (10%)

Response to Q3.
Fig. 6

Response to Q4.

a: About 1 hour, 32 (55%)
b: Never, 17 (29%)
c: 1–2 hour, 6 (11%)
d: More than 2 hours, 3 (5%)

Response to Q5.

Using frequency of touch pads by our course participants.

Finally, the way of cooperating with faculty members need to be improved. What
our librarians do at present is still to meet the needs of students and faculty teachers
at their best, and this can be considered as a service of the faculty. As Meulemans
& Carr[20] pointed out that a genuine cooperation model with faculty can only be
established if librarians “shift from a service orientation to a partnership in student
learning”. In collaborating with faculty members to improve learning efficiency via
mobile technologies, librarians need study the interest of students and the possibilities
that the mobile technology better serve students for their academic studies.
The 2013 ECAR survey results[6] showed that students preferred to use their
mobile devices to take photos of learning materials instead of taking notes while in
class. Librarians need to communicate with course instructors more intensively and
find out more ways of applying the touch pads in and out of class for academic
purpose rather than entertainment. So the touch pad can play an important role in
helping students leverage their potential ability in accessing and using online
information with mobile devices.

6

Further considerations

When colleges and universities launched initiatives to explore how mobile
technologies can be used to enhance learning, subject librarians have to play an
important role in this process. Our practice at SJTU demonstrated that students’
learning efficiency has been improved by integrating course-specific library
resources into their learning with touch pads and by means of teaching students
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to use learning resources via mobile devices. Furthermore, our librarian-faculty
collaboration model was helpful for students to earn positive experience for effective
m-learning.
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Appendix 1: Survey on how students use touch pads during their
learning and research
The questionnaire survey is composed of 13 questions, which includes:
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Q1

Do you bring the pad with you to carry out course study, resource collection or group discussion?

Q2

Do you think the pad is helpful for your study or research?

Q3

How often do you use the pads?

Q4

How often do you read the electronic course reserves with the pads?

Q5

How long do you use the pads each time?

Q6

What do you apply the touch pad mainly for?

Q7

Are you satisfied with performance of the touch pad?

Q8

Are you satisfied with such functions as reading and learning of the touch pad (like Chaoxing
e-books, academic videos, etc.)?

Q9

Are you satisfied with flexibility, operability or other performance of the touch pad interface?

Q10

Which one do you think is better for reading, the touch pad or the traditional paper?

Q11

Except the Chao Xing touch pad, what other equipment do you want to use as the e-book mobile
readers?

Q12

If the touch pads can be rented by students and teachers, how much do you think is reasonable?

Q13

What suggestions do you have for the touch pads?

